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It all starts with an idea.
The World-Leading Online Mind Mapping Solution 

Meister’s award-winning collaborative mind mapping software now has over 24 million users around the globe. 
Since 2007, an astounding 1.5 billion ideas have been generated with the software, demonstrating its value as  
a collaborative ideation space. 

Our stunning redesign of the map editor – Project Panda – means that mind mappers everywhere can structure 
their thoughts, plan projects, and find creative solutions in a beautiful new interface. 

Users can choose between a free Basic plan and three paid plans. Each plan offers maximum functionality at 
the perfect price. Enjoy unlimited maps in Personal, or map in real time with multiple users in Pro. For ultimate 
team mind mapping, you can manage  teams of any size with MindMeister Business. Whichever plan you pick, 
MindMeister will improve productivity, creativity and collaboration for everyone who uses it.

Notable MindMeister users include SAP, Oracle, CNN, Philips and Vodafone. MindMeister has been recommended  
by publications including the New York Times, Forbes, Zapier, LifeHacker, Entrepreneur, CIO and Business Insider. 

MindMeister runs in any standard web browser and offers native mobile apps for iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch  
and Android devices.  

Brainstorm. Share. Collaborate.

http://www.mindmeister.com


MindMeister Basic 
MindMeister Basic is free to use and includes:

Foster creativity. MindMeister Basic is perfect for:

Personal Use

You’re looking for a free-to-use,  
intuitive mind mapping tool.

Studying 

You need a few mind maps to  
improve your recall with a creative  

and proven method. 

Idea Development

You’ve got a number of ideas  
you’d like to develop and improve. 

Mind Maps 
Create and store up to 3 mind maps. 

(Unlock 10 more via our Referral System).

Collaboration 
Collaborate in real-time with  

an unlimited number of users.

Customization 
Customize topic colors,  

borders, lines, font.

Themes 
Create beautiful mind maps  

instantly with pre-made themes.

Import 
Import from MindManager,  

XMind, Freemind, Plain Text.

Activity Stream 
View changes and comments  

from map collaborators.

All up-to-date information on our features and pricing plans can be found on mindmeister.com/pricing. 

Comments 
Align with colleagues on specific  

topics in your mind map.

Integrations 
Integrate with MeisterTask, Dropbox, 

Google Workspace and more.

http://mindmeister.com/pricing


MindMeister Personal
MindMeister Personal is for individuals and use in personal projects.  

It includes everything in Basic, and: 

Generate ideas. MindMeister Personal is perfect for:

Unlimited Maps 
Create an unlimited  

number of mind maps.

Attachments 
Add attachments to topics  
and view them in your map.

Export 
Export to PDF, Image, Freemind,  

XMind, MindManager.

Advanced Printing 
Print out your beautiful mind maps.

Storage 
Up to 0.5 GB of storage  

for uploaded attachments.

Versions History 
Revert to previous versions  

of your map easily.

Support 
Receive priority support and  

advice from our team via email. 

Collaboration

You need an attractive and intuitive  
tool to brainstorm ideas with friends  

or family.

Self-organization 

You want to organize information  
in a visual and useful way. 

Personal Projects

You want to foster creativity and  
increase idea generation using  

mind maps.

All up-to-date information on our features and pricing plans can be found on mindmeister.com/pricing. 

Add Images 
Add images to map topics to  

make your maps more engaging.

http://mindmeister.com/pricing


MindMeister Pro
MindMeister Pro is for top-notch mind mapping, alone or in teams.  

It includes everything in Personal, and:  

Collaborate effectively. MindMeister Pro is perfect for:

Team Features 
Invite users to your team and  

manage them from MindMeister. 

Export 
More Export options including  
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint.

Admin Account 
Manage all licenses and billing  
from a single admin account.

Google Workspace  
for Domains Sign-on 
Turn your Google Workspace  

team into a MindMeister team.

Storage 
Up to 1 GB of storage  

for uploaded attachments.

Managers

You want to outline strategies,  
plan projects and lead efficient  

team meetings using mind maps.

Teams 

You manage a team that can work  
collaboratively to generate and 

develop ideas. 

Advisors 

You need mind maps for effective  
client communication and to create 

strong presentations. 

All up-to-date information on our features and pricing plans can be found on mindmeister.com/pricing. 

http://mindmeister.com/pricing


MindMeister Business
MindMeister Business is for corporate users and mapping enthusiasts.  

It includes everything in Pro, and: 

Improve productivity. MindMeister Business is perfect for:

User Groups 
Create user groups to share mind  

maps with multiple people at once.

Compliance 
Compliance exports and backups  
allow you to back-up your data to  

your own server.

Custom login domain 
Sign in with your own custom  

login domain.

Admin 
Multiple administrators can manage 
user roles, change license and billing 

information. 

SAML 
Single sign-on with  

a third-party identity provider.

Support 
Business users receive priority  

email & phone support.

Storage 
Up to 10 GB of storage  

for uploaded attachments.

Security Restrictions 
Security restrictions allow you to  

limit collaboration within your team.

Workflows

You’d like to assign tasks from  
mind maps or add mind maps to  
your corporate documentation. 

Security 

You’re creating and sharing  
confidential documentation  
and value added security.

Teams

You’re managing a large, diverse  
team with varying access requirements.

To receive a custom offer for your business, please contact sales@mindmeister.com.

mailto:sales%40mindmeister.com?subject=

